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Who Am I?

 Building Scientist for 30+ yearsBuilding Scientist for 30+ years
 Author, EducatorAuthor, Educator
 Standards Developer and UserStandards Developer and User

ASHRAE MemberASHRAE Member
 90.1, 90.2, 189.190.1, 90.2, 189.1

 Code DeveloperCode Developer
 IECC, IGCC, State Codes, etc.IECC, IGCC, State Codes, etc.

 BeekeeperBeekeeper
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Today…

 Buildings Matter!Buildings Matter!
More than we know!More than we know!

 Many challenges on the road to Many challenges on the road to 
sustainabilitysustainability

E P W tE P W tEnergy, Power, WaterEnergy, Power, Water

 Learning from NatureLearning from Nature
What might we learn from the honey bee?What might we learn from the honey bee?
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Buildings Matter!Buildings Matter!

Buildings > 40%

Source:  EIA 2007

Transportation
28%

Industrial
32%
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For About a Hundred Years…For About a Hundred Years…
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The Rate of Change…The Rate of Change…
Commercial Energy Consumption by Fuel – 1980 ‐ 2030
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Electricity SourcesElectricity Sources

Coal 45%

Nuclear 20%

Renewables 10%
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Natural Gas 24%

Petroleum 1%

Source: EIA 2011

Projections on the Future?Projections on the Future?
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Electricity GenerationElectricity Generation

Fossil Fuels  70%
Coal, natural gas, petroleum
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Source:  EIA 2011

Recent news…

 Air conditioner sales are growing 20% per Air conditioner sales are growing 20% per 
year in China and India… year in China and India… 

 July 2012 sets record as hottest month July 2012 sets record as hottest month 
ever… by 3.3 degrees F…ever… by 3.3 degrees F…y gy g

 More than 60% of the country is in the grip More than 60% of the country is in the grip 
of “moderate or exceptional” drought…of “moderate or exceptional” drought…
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The Energy MegatrendThe Energy Megatrend

 Increasing demandIncreasing demand

 Supply challengesSupply challenges

P kP k Peak powerPeak power

 National securityNational security

 Economic securityEconomic security
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But we have the code to 
handle that, right?

But we have the code to 
handle that, right?
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What is the Code?

 Least safe…Least safe…
 Least strong…Least strong…
 Least energy efficient…Least energy efficient…

 building allowed by lawbuilding allowed by law …building allowed by law.…building allowed by law.
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We’re not allowed to 
build it any crappier…

The Road to “Net Zero”The Road to “Net Zero”

50% Better than Code?

Net Zero

Minimum Energy Code

30% Better than Code?

40% Better than Code?

50% Better than Code?
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Everybody Wants to be Green…Everybody Wants to be Green…

 Major market motivatorMajor market motivator
 “Green Building”“Green Building”

 Absence of Meaningful Absence of Meaningful 
StandardsStandards
 Focus of code and standard Focus of code and standard 

development at development at pp
 ASHRAEASHRAE
 ASTMASTM
 IGCCIGCC

 Focus of various Focus of various 
beyond code programsbeyond code programs
 LEEDLEED
 Green GlobesGreen Globes
 Many othersMany others

Walls should not look this way after just two years…
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Perspective…

 The Honey Bee (g. Apis) has been around The Honey Bee (g. Apis) has been around 
for about 70 million yearsfor about 70 million years
About 60 million years longer than us…About 60 million years longer than us…

 They have seen more climate change than They have seen more climate change than 
we havewe have

 What can we learn from their construction What can we learn from their construction 
and their responses to climate?and their responses to climate?
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Hypothesis

 Examination of the how the Honey Bee has Examination of the how the Honey Bee has 
evolved to manage their “building thermal evolved to manage their “building thermal 
environment” may provide insight into environment” may provide insight into 
possible ways we might successfully possible ways we might successfully 
navigate the changes facing us as we navigate the changes facing us as we 
b ild i h i ldb ild i h i ldbuild in a changing worldbuild in a changing world
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Why the Honey Bee?

 Excellent buildersExcellent builders

 Environmentally responsiveEnvironmentally responsive

 Exist in most climate regionsExist in most climate regions Exist in most climate regionsExist in most climate regions

 Readily accessibleReadily accessible

 Well researched and studiedWell researched and studied
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A Few Facts…

 Honey bees are responsible for about one Honey bees are responsible for about one 
out of every three bites we eat through out of every three bites we eat through 
crop pollinationcrop pollination

 Man has had a relationship with honey Man has had a relationship with honey 
bees for over 10,000 yearsbees for over 10,000 years
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Man and BeesMan and Bees
 Rock painting at Araña Rock painting at Araña 

(Spider) Cave at Bicorp, (Spider) Cave at Bicorp, 
Spain (near Valencia)Spain (near Valencia)
 Discovered in 1919, Discovered in 1919, 

probably made 10,000 probably made 10,000 
-- 13,000 year ago13,000 year ago

 Drawing clearly shows Drawing clearly shows 
a hole or cavity for the a hole or cavity for the 
nestnest

 The ladder or ropes The ladder or ropes 
are probably made of are probably made of 
esparto grass, and esparto grass, and 
they carry the combs in they carry the combs in 
bagsbags

From Crane (1999)
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Honey Hunter in NepalHoney Hunter in Nepal

from Kids Discover magazine, Photo by Eric Valli and Diane Summers
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What is a Honey Bee Colony?

 Physical descriptionsPhysical descriptions
20,000 to 60,000 individuals20,000 to 60,000 individuals
One queen beeOne queen bee
A few hundred males bees (drones)A few hundred males bees (drones)
Population dominated by female worker beesPopulation dominated by female worker bees

Photos by K. Lorenzen
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A Closer LookA Closer Look

 AntennaeAntennae

 Sensing organsSensing organs

 MusclesMuscles

 WingsWings

C bC b CombComb

 Water storageWater storage

AntennaeAntennae

from Snodgrass (1955); Erickson (1986)
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WingsWings

from Snodgrass (1955)
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Flight MusclesFlight Muscles

from D. vanEngelsdorp
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Water

Pollen

Nectar

Propolis

Four Things…

 Pollen = ProteinPollen = Protein

 Nectar = CarbohydratesNectar = Carbohydrates

 Water = WaterWater = Water Water = WaterWater = Water

 Propolis = AntiPropolis = Anti--bacterial Sealantbacterial Sealant
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Water CollectionWater Collection

Photo from T. Pankiw
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Physical Characteristics of a HivePhysical Characteristics of a Hive

 StructureStructure
Wax comb created Wax comb created 

from lipid secretion from lipid secretion 
from gland on from gland on 
abdomenabdomen

Formed by mouthsFormed by mouthsFormed by mouths Formed by mouths 
and feet into well and feet into well 
know hexagonal know hexagonal 
structurestructure

Efficient material Efficient material 
use and incredible use and incredible 
structural structural 
characteristicscharacteristics
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Structural Materials & Designs

 HoneycombHoneycomb
MakeMake--upup
MaterialsMaterials
Spatial EfficiencySpatial Efficiency
MultiMulti--purposepurpose

StructureStructureStructureStructure
 Food storageFood storage

Energy of productionEnergy of production
Reuse?Reuse?
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Wax SynthesisWax Synthesis
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Spatial & Material EfficiencySpatial & Material Efficiency
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Design Strength to WeightDesign Strength to Weight
 A 832.5 cm2 (129 in2) A 832.5 cm2 (129 in2) 

section of comb, section of comb, 
consisting of only 40 consisting of only 40 
g (1.4 oz) of beeswax, g (1.4 oz) of beeswax, 
can hold 1.814 kg (4 can hold 1.814 kg (4 
lbs) of honey!lbs) of honey!

 It requires It requires 6 to 8 6 to 8 
gramsgrams of honey to of honey to 
synthesize synthesize 1 gram1 gram of of 
waxwax

 Energetically costlyEnergetically costly
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Parallels…

 Since wax is so energetically costly, bees Since wax is so energetically costly, bees 
do not build comb indiscriminately.do not build comb indiscriminately.
One of the most durable elements of the hiveOne of the most durable elements of the hive
They like to “get it right the first time”They like to “get it right the first time”
Where they house their youngWhere they house their young
Where they store their foodWhere they store their foodWhere they store their foodWhere they store their food
Defines how they have to condition their spaceDefines how they have to condition their space

 Sounds a lot like building envelope Sounds a lot like building envelope 
decisions…decisions…
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Oft AnalyzedOft Analyzed

 Strength to weight Strength to weight 
ratioratio

 Efficient material Efficient material 
useuse
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Common Pattern in NatureCommon Pattern in Nature

 Crystal formations Crystal formations 
and layers in and layers in 
geologygeology

 Ancient coralsAncient corals
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Crystallized Coral
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Often Copied in ArchitectureOften Copied in Architecture
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Sometimes 
Poorly 
Copied…

For Ship Building…For Ship Building…
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For Heat Exchangers…For Heat Exchangers…
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Many Historical Copies…
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Amber Fort, 
Jaipur

Pompidou Centre
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Pompidou Elements
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City Planning Designs
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…and in Art
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NanostructuresNanostructures

 Also present in many Also present in many 
new material designs new material designs 
and materials and materials 
engineeringengineering
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Environmental Management

 Honey bees actively manage their built Honey bees actively manage their built 
environment:environment:
Thermal LoadsThermal Loads
Moisture LoadsMoisture Loads
Ventilation LoadsVentilation Loads
Structural LoadsStructural LoadsStructural LoadsStructural Loads
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Inside a HiveInside a Hive

 Typical structure Typical structure 
of a hive in a of a hive in a 
hollow tree cavityhollow tree cavity

From Seeley (1985)

Parallel CombsParallel Combs

The “bee space” of 
3/8 inch optimizes 
use of space and 
allows for easy and 
unimpeded 
transportationtransportation 
flow.

Photo by D. Hopkins
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Fatepur Sikri

Uses of CombUses of Comb

Honey Pollen

Brood
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Nest OrganizationNest Organization
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Thermal Regulation in the HiveThermal Regulation in the Hive
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Thermal Management in the Hive

 Temperatures & ManagementTemperatures & Management
Brood nestBrood nest
Hive perimeterHive perimeter

 Winter HeatingWinter Heating
 Summer CoolingSummer Cooling
 Moisture ManagementMoisture Management
 Air SealingAir Sealing
 VentilationVentilation

From Human et al. (2006)
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Hive Heating  - Production

 Heat productionHeat production
At their maximum, the flight muscles of a At their maximum, the flight muscles of a 

single bee can reach a maximum of 500 W/kg single bee can reach a maximum of 500 W/kg 
(776 Btu/lb), over 25 times the energetic (776 Btu/lb), over 25 times the energetic 
output of an Olympic rowing crew!output of an Olympic rowing crew!
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Hive Heating - RetentionHive Heating - Retention
 Heat retentionHeat retention

 Protected nest siteProtected nest site
 Structurally soundStructurally sound
 Seal cracks with propolis to Seal cracks with propolis to 

prevent heat lossprevent heat loss
 Cluster adult population to Cluster adult population to 

minimize collective surface areaminimize collective surface area
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Hive CoolingHive Cooling

From Sammataro & Avaitable (1981)
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Ventilation Through FanningVentilation Through Fanning
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Optimal 
hive 

temperature
Increased 
heat loss

Ventilation

Hive 
cooling

Heating & Cooling MechanismsHeating & Cooling Mechanisms

Heat 
production

Heat 
retention

Ventilation 
through 
fanning

Shivering Water 
evaporation

Ventilation

Cluster 
expansion

Cluster 
formation

Decreased 
temperature

Increased 
temperature

production
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Hive and Home Health

 Hygiene and hive cleanlinessHygiene and hive cleanliness
Rate of cleaningRate of cleaning
Parallels to the rate of ventilatingParallels to the rate of ventilating
Filtering?Filtering?
Hygienic building materialsHygienic building materials
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Hygienic BehaviorHygienic Behavior

Photos by J. Berry
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PropolisPropolis
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Compare Control StrategiesCompare Control Strategies
Centralized Control
Little Input
Efficient but highly variable
Localized with few components
Non‐redundant units
Slow response and feedback
Single sensory probe and 
generator

De‐centralized Control
Substantial Input
Inefficient but highly consistent
Global with many components
Redundant units
Immediate response and feedback
Multiple sensory probes and 
generatorsgenerator generators
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Exhaust

General Structural Management 
of Environmental Forces

(sun, wind, rain, snow, etc.)

Putting it all Together…Putting it all Together…

Ventilation
(Active & Passive)

Convection / 
stack effect

Substructure
(Thermal mass)

Cooling 
system

Heating 
system Energy Resources In

Energy Resources In

Temperature Control System
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General Structural Management 
of Environmental Forces

(sun, wind, rain, snow, etc.)

..and in the Hive…..and in the Hive…

Honey
(Thermal mass)

Brood

Exhaust
Active & Passive

(debris, pollutants, air, pests, waste)

Ventilation
(Active & Passive)

Convection / 
stack effect

Energy Resources In
protein, carbohydrates, water

Biological Temperature Control System
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Lessons from the Hive

 Optimal use of materialsOptimal use of materials
 Hygienic materialsHygienic materials
 Waste minimizationWaste minimization
 Reduce, Reuse, RecycleReduce, Reuse, Recycle
 Decentralized control opportunities?Decentralized control opportunities? Decentralized control opportunities?Decentralized control opportunities?

Temperature managementTemperature management
Power generation?Power generation?

 Community planningCommunity planning
 Transportation infrastructureTransportation infrastructure
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Parallels?Parallels?

 Honey Bee Biological Honey Bee Biological 
SystemsSystems
 Heat generationHeat generation
 Ventilation fanningVentilation fanning
 Evaporative CoolingEvaporative Cooling
 DehumidificationDehumidification
 FanningFanning

 Human Mechanical Human Mechanical 
SystemsSystems
 FurnacesFurnaces
 VentilatorsVentilators
 Air conditionersAir conditioners
 DehumidifiersDehumidifiers
 FansFans FanningFanning

 Biological Sensors & Biological Sensors & 
ControlsControls

 FansFans
 ThermostatsThermostats

Coincidence?Coincidence?

Conclusions-1

 Honey bees may offer some significant Honey bees may offer some significant 
insight into our notions of sustainability.  insight into our notions of sustainability.  
Efficient use of building materialsEfficient use of building materials
Orientation, microOrientation, micro--climate sensitivityclimate sensitivity
Energy resource managementEnergy resource management
Decentralized control strategiesDecentralized control strategiesDecentralized control strategiesDecentralized control strategies
Multiple and distributed inputs on controlMultiple and distributed inputs on control
Use of hygienic building materials and systemsUse of hygienic building materials and systems
Active and passive ventilation and temperature Active and passive ventilation and temperature 

controlcontrol
Design for reuseDesign for reuse
Community planning practicesCommunity planning practices
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Conclusions-2

 Honey bees have developed a proven Honey bees have developed a proven 
building science.building science.
60 million years more experience at 60 million years more experience at 

sustainability than we dosustainability than we do
Perhaps we should pay a bit more attention…  Perhaps we should pay a bit more attention…  
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Thank you!Thank you!

Chris@MathisConsulting.comChris@MathisConsulting.com


